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ABSTRACT
Desorption is a process ubiquitous in phenomena involving surfaces. However, it
has rarely been simulated on the molecular level. Molecular dynamics simulation can
provide the atomic-level detail necessary to study desorption on the molecular level but
has limitations on the time scales that can be simulated. We present a set of accelerated
molecular dynamics methods that can be used to simulate desorption of alkanes from the
basal plane of graphite (a process that occurs over the time scale of seconds or minutes)
with atomic level detail. Single molecule simulations, accelerated by increasing the
temperature of the simulation, shed light on conformational changes that occur in alkane
molecules on the graphite surface. These temperature accelerated simulations are
compared to a compensating potential method for the single molecule so that the
simulations can be extended to finite coverage. We present finite coverage simulations
for the desorption of pentane from the basal plane of graphite. Desorption environments
are characterized, and the presence of entropy-driven desorption is discovered.
Ultimately, the accelerated simulations are extended to simulate temperatureprogrammed desorption experiments. We find that analyzing the results as in
experimental literature fails to predict some of the features in the temperature
programmed desorption profiles. Suggestions are made for further characterization of the
desorption process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Desorption is a fundamental process in many applications including catalysis,
assembly at surfaces, wetting, etching, and thin-film growth. Extensive research has been
conducted to characterize the desorption process of both atoms and molecules from a
variety of surfaces. A complete understanding of the desorption process can be obtained
by examining the molecular environments during desorption. However, limitations of
space and time resolution prohibit such understanding from experiments. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations can provide the necessary molecular-level detail. Such
simulations present their own time resolution issues. In MD simulations, the time step of
the simulation is limited by the fastest movement in the system and leads to time steps on
the order of femtoseconds (fs). This limits the simulation time to the order of
nanoseconds. At experimentally relevant conditions, the desorption process occurs over
seconds or even minutes. To bridge this time gap, accelerated MD methods based on
hyperdynamics [1-4] are applied to the desorption problem. This in turn allows the
simulation of the time scale necessary to observe desorption events, while still providing
molecular-level detail.
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1.1 Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD)
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is a powerful experimental tool used
to study the desorption of alkanes from a variety of surfaces [5-10]. The analysis of TPD
experiments is based on an Arrhenius expression for the desorption process
k   exp E D / k B T 

1.1

where k is the desorption rate constant,  is the prefactor, ED is the desorption energy, kB
is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. The two parameters that determine the
characteristics of the desorption process are the prefactor and the desorption energy. In
recent research, there has been much discussion about how the prefactor relates to the
chain length of alkane molecules [5-7,9-11]. Although the adsorption of alkane
molecules on various surfaces is thought to be dominated by physical forces that are
independent of the characteristics of the surface, prefactors calculated in studies from
gold [7], graphite [5,10,11], platinum [6,10], and magnesium oxide [9] show prefactors
that differ by six orders of magnitude. In addition, some of the studies [7,9-11] show a
prefactor that increases with increasing chain length. Others [5,6] show the opposite, a
prefactor that is constant with increasing chain length.
These discrepancies may arise from any of a number of different factors or some
combination. It is possible that there is a fundamental difference between alkane
desorption from metallic and non-metallic surfaces. However, it has been reported that
the prefactor may increase [10,11] or remain constant [5] on a graphite surface. It has
also been reported that the prefactor increases on both metallic [7] and non-metallic
[9,10] surfaces. As such, this explanation is unlikely. A second factor is a fundamental
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difference between the molecules that are being studied. An experimental study of short
alkane desorption from a graphite surface [10] shows a prefactor that increases with
increasing chain length. Another experimental study [5] of much longer alkane chains
shows a prefactor that is constant with increasing chain length. We provide a physical
explanation that reconciles these inconsistent results [11]. A third explanation is that the
analysis of experimental data from TPD is based on flawed assumptions. Such data are
interpreted based on the assumption that desorption is a first-order process and that
desorption energy and prefactor are independent of coverage. The work presented herein
shows that this is not the case, and recommendations are given for re-evaluating the
assumptions.

1.2 Ordering and Orientation
Given that the desorption process is not independent of coverage, it is important
to examine ordering and orientation of alkane molecules on graphite surfaces. This
provides insight into possible desorption environments. The configurations that a
molecule takes on the surface affect not only the molecule-surface interaction but also the
interaction that a molecule has with neighboring alkane molecules. These changing
desorption environments influence both the desorption energy (as a combination of
molecule-surface and intermolecular energy) and the prefactor (as a measure of the
entropy gained following desorption). Many experimental [12-15] and simulation [1619] studies have considered changes in environment with temperature. At low
temperatures, alkane molecules lie flat with the plane of their backbones parallel to the
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surface [15,17]. As the temperature is increased, molecules tip in either of two ways. At
high coverages (those approaching a monolayer), molecules tip so that the long axis of
the molecule is pointed out of the plane of the surface [16]. Molecules also roll so that
the plane of the carbon backbone is perpendicular to the surface [18]. Both movements
change the orientation of the alkane molecule relative to other alkane molecules in the
layer, thus altering the desorption energetics. Moreover, desorption of alkane molecules
from graphite occurs at temperatures higher than the melting point of alkane monolayers
in the same system [15,19]. As a result, the highly structured monolayers that are
observed in experiment [14,15] are not the same configurations that occur during
desorption. Instead, desorption occurs from a liquid state.

1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis presents a logical progression of desorption simulations. Chapter 2
introduces the methodology that is common to the simulations. This includes potential
energy functions, simulation control measures such as constraint dynamics and
temperature control, variables used to compare conventional MD simulations to
accelerated simulations, and the general components of transition-state theory and
acceleration schemes. Chapter 3 utilizes the concepts introduced in Chapter 2 to simulate
the desorption of alkanes from the basal plane of graphite at the zero-coverage (single
molecule) limit. Alkane chain length is varied from pentane to hexadecane to examine
the effect that chain length has on the desorption energetics. Chapter 4 extends the
simulation to a finite coverage and examines the structure of a pentane layer on the basal
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plane of graphite. These conventional MD simulations validate the potential energy
functions for use with this system by matching simulated quantities to experimental
results [15]. Once the potential energy functions have been verified, they are used in the
variable coverage simulations found in Chapter 5. These simulations of the desorption of
pentane from the basal plane of graphite examine the role of entropy on the desorption
process and address the limitations of zero-coverage simulations. Ultimately, in Chapter
6, the process of simulating desorption from a finite coverage is extended to an
experimental system, namely a temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiment.
TPD simulations are performed at variable initial coverage and variable heating rate.
These data are then analyzed in the same manner as experimental TPD data. The
application of Redhead analysis [20] to the desorption of alkanes from graphite is
discussed and conclusions are drawn about its applicability.

Chapter 2
Simulation Methodology

2.1 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a method used to simulate dynamic events and
properties with atomic-level detail. It is based on Newton’s second law relating the force
acting on each atom to the acceleration that atom exhibits.
..

Fi  mi ri

2.1

where Fi is the force acting on atom i, mi is the mass of atom i, ri is the position of atom i,
and the dots above ri indicate the second derivative with respect to time.
Each atom is treated as a classical particle, and the force is calculated as the first
derivative of potential energy with respect to each coordinate x, y, and z. The
expressions for the potential energy as a function of position are discussed in Section 2.2.
Eq. 2.1 can be integrated assuming a constant force over a very small time step to obtain
an expression for the velocity of each atom
.

.

..

r (t   t )  r (t )  r (t )  t

2.2

where t is the time step. It follows from Eq. 2.1, the expression for the velocity can be
expressed in terms of the forces acting on each atom as
.

.

r (t  t )  r (t ) 

F
t
m

2.3
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Integrating Eq. 2.1 a second time gives an expression for the position of the atom based
on the position and velocity at the previous time step
.

..

r (t  t )  r (t )  r (t )t  0.5 r (t )t

2.4

Again, Eq. 2.1 can be applied to obtain an expression for the position of an atom based on
the forces acting on that atom
.

r (t  t )  r (t )  r (t )t  0.5

F
t
m

2.5

The algorithm for MD calculations proceeds as follows:
1. Forces acting on each atom are calculated based on the current position of the
atoms and the derivatives of the expressions for the potential energy between
atoms.
2. Positions of all atoms are advanced according to Eq. 2.5.
3. Velocities of all atoms are advanced according to Eq. 2.3.
4. The resulting positions and velocities become the current positions and
velocities for the next timestep.
Modifications to this generic algorithm to include constraints will be discussed in
Section 2.3. Through successive application of the algorithm described above,
trajectories in phase space are created. From these trajectories, one can calculate
equilibrium and dynamic properties of the system of study.
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2.2 Potential Energy Functions

2.2.1 Intramolecular Interactions

Each alkane molecule is modeled using an all-atom representation. This gives
each molecule 3N degrees of freedom, where N is the number of atoms in the molecule.
Three of these degrees of freedom account for rigid-body translation of the molecule, and
three account for rigid-body rotation. The other 3N-6 degrees of freedom are internal
degrees of freedom which include bond stretches, bond angle bends (3-body
interactions), and torsion angle rotations (4-body interactions). The highest frequency
modes (bond stretches and hydrogen-carbon-hydrogen angle bends) are constrained using
the RATTLE algorithm, which will be discussed in Section 2.3. All other internal
degrees of freedom are included in the potential energy field and are modeled as in the
OPLS force field as follows [21].

U int ra  U ( )  U  ( )  U LJ (r )

2.6

U    K i  i   eq 

2.7

2

i

V3i
V1i
V2i








1  cos3 i 
U  
1  cos  i 
1  cos 2 i 
2
2
2
i

U LJ

 
ij
  4 ij 

 rij
i
j


12
6

  ij  
 
 f

 r   ij

 ij  

2.8

2.9

The angle bending potential, U is quadratic in the bend angle, i, with a force
constant K for each type of bond angle. Values for K and eq are listed in Table 2-1.
The potential energy for four-body torsion angle rotations is modeled as a Fourier cosine
series. In the OPLS formulation, each torsion angle is included explicitly instead of
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assuming symmetry. Parameters for each type of torsion angle can be found in Table 21. Non-bonded interactions are modeled using a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. The

factor fij is added to differentiate 1-4 non-bonded interactions (fij = 0.5) from longer range
non-bonded interactions (fijValues for ij and ij can be found in Table 2-1. Cross
parameters are calculated using standard Berthelot combining rules.
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Table 2-1: Potential Energy Parameters for Intramolecular Interactions
Parameter

Value

Units

K(C-C-C)

58.35

Kcal/mol

K(C-C-H)

37.50

Kcal/mol

eq (C-C-C)

112.7

Degrees

eq (C-C-H)

110.7

Degrees

V1 (H-C-C-H)

0.000

Kcal/mol

V1 (H-C-C-C)

0.000

Kcal/mol

V1 (C-C-C-C)

1.740

Kcal/mol

V2 (H-C-C-H)

0.000

Kcal/mol

V2 (H-C-C-C)

0.000

Kcal/mol

V2 (C-C-C-C)

-0.157

Kcal/mol

V3 (H-C-C-H)

0.318

Kcal/mol

V3 (H-C-C-C)

0.366

Kcal/mol

V3 (C-C-C-C)

0.279

Kcal/mol

CC

0.066

Kcal/mol

HH

0.030

Kcal/mol

CH

0.044

Kcal/mol

CC

3.500

Å

HH

2.500

Å

CH

3.000

Å
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2.2.2 Intermolecular Interactions

For simulations involving multiple alkane molecules, intermolecular interactions
are necessary. In these simulations, they are modeled using a Lennard-Jones 12-6
functional form

U LJ

 
ij
  4 ij 

 rij
i j i


12
6

  ij  
 
 f

 r   ij

 ij  

2.10

where fij has a value of one. The values for ij and ij are the same as those used in the
intramolecular non-bonded interactions. A potential cut-off of 17 Å is used to increase
computational efficiency.

2.2.3 Molecule-Surface Interactions

The molecule-surface interaction is modeled using a modified Steele’s potential.
Steele’s potential [22] is based on a Lennard-Jones 12-6 functional form and assumes that
all of the carbon atoms in the basal plane (0001) of the graphite slab are in their
equilibrium positions. From this starting position, it is possible to derive an expression
for the potential energy interaction of any atom in the alkane molecule with the entire
graphite surface.

12
U surf  Vo ( z )   Vn ( z ) f n ( x, y )

2.11

n 0

The terms in the sum converge quickly, so only V1 and f1 are used in the calculation of
the potential energy. The forms for Vo, V1, and f1 are as follows:
Vo ( z ) 

4A 6
as


2 A6
1


 5 z  pz 10   z  pz 4
p 0 







2
 A 6  g1  5

 g1 
   K 5  g1 z   2  K 2  g1 z 
 2z 
 30  2 z 

  4x 
 2x

 2x

f1  x, y   2 cos
  cos
 2y   cos
 2y 
 3

 3

  3

2A 6
V1 ( z ) 
as

2.12

2.13
2.14

where A is the value of  for the alkane atoms and graphite surface normalized by the
graphite lattice constant, as is related to the area of the graphite unit cell, z is the zdistance between graphite planes in the slab, Ki is the Bessel function of order i, and g1 is
the magnitude of the first reciprocal lattice vector. Values for as, z, g1, and A for both
carbon and hydrogen atoms are shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Potential Energy Parameters for Molecule-Surface Interactions
Parameter

Value

as

0.866

z

1.38

g1

4/√3

AC

1.38

AH

1.20
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More recent research [23] has modified the corrugations in Steele’s potential by
adding an extra factor, s, to the expression for the potential energy, giving
U surf  Vo ( z )  sV1 ( z ) f 1 ( x, y )

2.15

This research shows that an s-value of 1.0, the value in Steele’s original potential, does
not provide sufficient corrugation to match experimental desorption energies. A value of
1.5 is recommended.
The enhanced sampling techniques used in accelerated molecular dynamics reveal
a flaw in Steele’s potential that has heretofore not been discussed. Physically, as a
molecule moves toward the graphite surface, it should initially experience an attractive
force. As it moves closer than the preferred binding distance, it will experience a
repulsive force. For the terms that depend exclusively on the z-distance of the atoms in
the molecule from the surface (Vo and V1), this is the case. Vo and V1 become large
positive numbers as the z-distance is decreased. However, the cosine functions in f1
cause alternating positive and negative values. When the z-distance is close to the
preferred binding distance, the expression for Usurf is dominated by the Vo term and
remains consistent with physical reality. As the z-distance decreases, the V1 term grows
until it is comparable in magnitude to the Vo term. Then, the alternating positive and
negative values of the f1 term cause spurious potential energy minima to appear. An
additional term must be added to Steele’s potential to counteract this mathematical
artifact.
U surf  Vo ( z )  s1   V1 ( z ) f1 ( x, y )

2.16

14
 is defined as follows. At z-distances greater than 2.21 Å, has a value of zero, and the
expression for the molecule-surface potential energy is given by Eq. 2.15. At a zdistance of 2.09 Å,  has a value of one, and the molecule-surface interaction is given
exclusively by the Vo term in Steele’s potential. As the z-distance decreases from 2.21 to
2.09 Å,  increases linearly from 0 to 1, slowly and smoothly turning off the
corrugations.

2.3 Constrained Dynamics - RATTLE

The time step in an MD simulation is limited by the fastest movement in the
system. The time step must be smaller than the highest frequency motion. In the case of
molecules, these motions include bond stretches and bond-angle bends. To allow for
longer time steps, algorithms have been designed to constrain these high frequency
motions to their equilibrium positions by the use of holonomic (position dependent)
constraints. One such algorithm, RATTLE, was developed by Andersen in 1983 [24].
Along with constraining the positions of atoms in the high frequency motions, RATTLE
also uses the derivatives of the holonomic constraints to constrain velocities of the atoms
involved in the high frequency motions. Since velocities are included explicitly in the
RATTLE algorithm, it is well suited to be used in simulations that utilize velocity
rescaling as a method of temperature control.
In the simulations performed for this thesis, the three highest frequency modes
were constrained using the RATTLE algorithm. These include the carbon-carbon bond
stretches (1000 cm-1), carbon-hydrogen bond stretches (3000 cm-1), and hydrogen-
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carbon-hydrogen angle bends (1400 cm-1) [25]. By constraining these components of the
alkane molecules to their equilibrium positions, it is possible to increase the time step of
the simulations to 1.0 fs. The MD algorithm from Section 2.1 is modified to include the
RATTLE algorithm in the following manner:

1. Positions are advanced one full time step according to Eq. 2.5. Velocities are
advanced one half time step according to Eq. 2.3.
2. The bond length and bond angle position constraints are satisfied by iteration
within the RATTLE algorithm.
3. Forces are calculated at the advanced time step (based on the positions calculated
in step 1).
4. Velocities are advanced an additional half time step according to Eq. 2.3.
5. The bond length and bond angle velocity constraints are satisfied by iteration
within the RATTLE algorithm.
In this way, the simulation has advanced a full time step in both position and velocity,
and all constraints have been satisfied.

2.4 Temperature Control

As implemented using the methods described in Section 2.1, an MD simulation is
run at constant number of particles, volume, and energy. Since experiments are run at a
fixed temperature, fixed pressure, or both, these variables must be controlled in a
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simulation to allow for comparison between experimental results and simulation results.
In the simulations described in this thesis, temperature control is implemented using the
Berendsen thermostat [26]. This algorithm combines some of the physicality of a true
canonical system through local temperature fluctuations with the ease of implementation
that comes from a velocity rescaling method. With the Berendsen thermostat, the
velocities of each atom are rescaled every time step according to the formula
v new  1  Tset

 1  
 1
vold    T


0.5

2.17

where vnew is the rescaled velocity, vold is the velocity before rescaling, Tset is the desired
set point temperature, T is the instantaneous temperature, and  is a coupling constant.
The form of Eq. 2.17 has the effect of coupling the simulation system to an external heat
bath. The value of  controls the strength of the coupling: a smaller value of  leads to a
stronger coupling between the system and the external heat bath. Table 2-3 shows the
values of the coupling constant for the simulations described in the remaining sections of
this thesis.

Table 2-3: Parameters for Berendsen Thermostat
Simulation Type



Single Molecule

400.0

Layer

400.0

TPD

100.0
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The coupling constant in the case of the TPD simulations is chosen slightly lower than in
the single molecule and layer simulations because, while the temperature is continuously
changing in the TPD simulations, the single molecule and layer simulations are fixedtemperature simulations.

2.5 Periodic Boundary Conditions

Periodic boundary conditions are implemented within the layer and TPD
simulations. They allow a finite number of molecules to simulate a larger system more
closely. A box of a given size is repeated infinitely in the chosen periodic directions. In
practice, this is achieved by following the periodic images of a molecule. That is, when a
molecule leaves the simulation box, its periodic image reappears on the opposite side of
the simulation box [27]. This is shown schematically in Figure 2-1 where the central box
is the simulation box and the lettered boxes are the repeated boxes in two directions.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of Periodic Boundary Conditions – Taken from [27]
In the surface simulations found herein, periodic boundary conditions are applied
in the plane of the surface only. That is, the simulation box is periodic in x and y (the
plane of the surface) but not in z.

2.6 Transition-State Theory

Rates of rare events and simulations of these events are based on transition-state
theory (TST) [28]. The Van’t Hoff-Arrhenius law [29] is the foundation of TST. It states
k   exp Eb 

2.18
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where k is the rate of a process, is a prefactor,  is (kBT)-1, and Eb is the energy barrier
for the process. Farkas [30], through the study of homogeneous nucleation, introduced
the concept of rate of escape as a flux through a surface dividing “reactants” from
“products.” The two states involved in the rate may or may not be involved in a chemical
reaction of any kind. As the theory was developed within the chemical kinetics field,
these terms are often used to describe the beginning and ending states [28]. The defining
equation in TST, developed by Eyring [31], is as follows
k T Z
k TST   B 
exp Eb 
 h  ZA

2.19

where kTST is the rate as described by TST, h is Planck’s constant, Z‡ is the partition
function at the transition state between “reactants” and “products”, and ZA is the partition
function at the “reactant” state A. Escape from the “reactant” state is governed by
thermal fluctuations. Since the barriers to exit are often orders of magnitude larger than
the magnitude of the thermal fluctuations [28], escape from the “reactant” state across the
transition state to the “product” state is rare, thus the term “rare event.” Implicit in the
framework of TST are four key assumptions. These assumptions must hold in TST
simulations for the simulation results to be valid. They are as follows:
1. A particle that has passed through the dividing surface at the transition state will
always continue on to the “product” state. This assumption can be relaxed by the
inclusion of a recrossing factor with a value less than one in Eq. 2.19.
2. The “reactant” state is in thermal equilibrium. That is, the system spends enough
time in the potential energy basin defining the “reactant” state to come to a
thermal equilibrium before crossing the transition state dividing surface.
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3. The “reactant” state is in thermal equilibrium with the state of the system at the
transition state. That is, the system obtains a Boltzmann distribution of velocities
at the transition state.
4. Classical mechanics applies to the system. More recently, this assumption has
also been able to be relaxed due to advances in semi-classical quantum mechanics
[28].
Generally, the TST rate can be described by the following equation
k TST 

1
2

 

ij

 i | v  | exp  K  V dxdp

 

i

exp  K  V dxdp

2.20

where kTST is the TST rate of a process taking the system from state i to state j, ij is the
delta function at the transition-state hyperplane between states i and j, i equals 1 if the
system is in state i and 0 otherwise to ensure that the integrals span the phase space from
state i to its corresponding transition state, v is the velocity orthogonal to the transitionstate hyperplane, K is the kinetic energy of the system and V is the potential energy of the
system. The integrals are calculated over the positions and momenta of all particles in
the system [32].
In the case of alkane desorption, there are several processes that accompany the
main desorption process. Alkane molecules have many degrees of freedom. In the
current simulations, bond angles are allowed to bend, torsion angles are allowed to rotate,
and the molecule is allowed to move in the plane of the surface. While these can be
described as multiple energy minima in a rigorous description of the potential energy
surface, the time scales on which these events occur are orders of magnitude smaller than
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the time scale necessary for desorption to occur. It can thus be assumed that any
molecule on the surface is at equilibrium regardless of the instantaneous bond angles,
torsion angles, or position in the plane of the surface. This simplifies the TST description
of desorption to a one-transition problem. The only transition of interest is that of
desorption itself. This greatly simplifies the mathematical description of the flux of
alkane molecules through the transition state dividing surface to [2]

k TST

1  2k T 
  B 
2  m 

0.5

  F ( R) e

 e dR

V ( R ) 

R

dR

V ( R )

2.21

R

where kTST is the TST desorption rate, m is the mass of the alkane molecule, is the delta
function, F(R) is a function that is equal to zero at the transition state, V(R) is the
potential energy of the system, and the integrals span the entire range of phase space from
the graphite surface to the transition state dividing surface. Since alkane adsorption is not
an activated process, there is no clear transition state for desorption between the
“reactant” state (on the surface) and the “product” state (complete desorption). Instead,
the transition state surface is placed where the number of recrossings is minimized [28].
That is, the transition state is defined at the perpendicular distance from the graphite
surface where all atoms of the alkane molecule would have a negligible interaction with
the surface even if the alkane molecule was aligned with its long axis parallel to the
surface normal. This ensures that the alkane molecule will have negligible interaction
with the surface regardless of its orientation.
Applying Eq. 2.21 to a conventional MD simulation is fairly straightforward. The
integrals in Eq. 2.21 become sums of time steps according to the following equation
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k TST

1  2k T 
  B 
2  m 

0.5

N TS
N TOTAL
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where NTS is the number of time steps at the transition state and NTOTAL is the total
number of time steps in the simulation. However, due to the large energy barrier to
desorption, few trajectories reach the transition state in a conventional MD simulation.
Therefore, the numerator in Eq. 2.22 cannot be sampled and evaluated accurately.
Strategies for increased transition state sampling are discussed in Section 2.7.

2.7 Acceleration Schemes

As discussed in the Section 2.6, sampling regions near the transition state in
conventional MD simulations can be exceedingly difficult or nearly impossible. Recent
developments in accelerated MD methods have been focused on increasing the rate of
rare-event transitions while preserving their relative rates. Grimmelman et al., in
studying the desorption of xenon from a platinum surface, proposed a method that adds a
“compensating potential” to the actual potential energy surface [1]. This compensating
potential fills in the potential energy well along a chosen reaction coordinate and allows
desorption to occur more readily. A related method is hyperdynamics, developed by
Voter [3]. In hyperdynamics, the MD simulation is run on a modified potential energy
surface where the process of interest occurs more readily. The modified potential energy
surface is related to the actual potential surface by a boost potential V,
V *  V  V

2.23
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where V* is the modified potential energy surface and V is the actual potential energy
surface. The formulation for the rate on the modified potential energy surface becomes
b
k TST


1
2

   | v | exp  K  V dxdp
  exp  K  V  V dxdp
ij

i



2.24

i

where kb is the rate on the modified potential energy surface. The rate on the modified
potential energy surface can be related to the rate on the actual potential energy surface
by combining Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.24 and producing
b
k TST  k TST

1
expV 

2.25
b

where …b is an ensemble average evaluated on the modified potential energy surface.
Additionally, the average time to escape a potential minimum can be written as the
inverse of the rate of escape. This gives a physical time which is an ensemble average
and can be described by the equation [3]
t  t b expV 

b

2.26

where tb is the time elapsed on the modified potential energy surface (simulation time)
and t is the corresponding time on the actual potential energy surface (physical time).
The form of V is chosen to enhance escape from local minima while leaving the
potential energy surface unchanged at the transition states. This preserves relative rates
of escape and the dynamics of the system. However, it means that transition states must
be known a priori or detected through the course of the simulation. In Voter’s
hyperdynamics [3] this is accomplished by calculating the eigenvalues of the Hessian
matrix (the matrix of second derivative components of position) and finding a negative
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eigenvalue that corresponds to a transition state. While this method will rigorously find
the transition states in a system, it is computationally inefficient and can be used only for
small system sizes. To combat this computational problem, Miron and Fichthorn
developed a method that uses a physical description of the transition state to control the
boost function [4]. Since the positions of the atoms in the system are already known and
do not need to be calculated, very little computational overhead is introduced with this
method when compared to the large computational overhead of finding the eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix.
In the same manner as the MD simulations discussed in Section 2.6, Eq. 2.24 can
be simplified for the case of desorption. This produces an expression for the TST rate
constant based on a weighting function W(R)

k TST

1  2k T 
  B 
2  m 

0.5

/ W ( R)dR
  F ( R)W ( R) e
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R

V ( R )
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R

The weighting function is defined as
 V ( R)  V * ( R) 

W ( R )  exp
k BT



2.28

Simplifying Eq. 2.27, an expression for the TST rate constant containing averages on the
modified potential energy surface is obtained:
k TST 

1  2k B T 


2  m 

0.5

 F ( R) / W
1/W

b

2.29

b

where …b indicates a canonical average evaluated on the modified potential energy
surface.
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In the case of thermal desorption, the physical description of the transition state is
straightforward. Once an alkane molecule has reached a certain perpendicular distance
from the graphite surface, the interaction between the alkane molecule and the graphite
surface is negligible. Thus, this z-distance of the center-of-mass of the alkane molecule
provides a suitable physical description of the transition state. For computational
reasons, it is beneficial to model the transition-state hyperplane as a thin box with a width
b. The expression for the rate constant must be normalized by this width and becomes
k TST

1  2k T 
  B 
2  m 

0.5

1  F ( R) / W  b
b
1/ W b

2.30

Applying Eq. 2.30 to an MD simulation on the modified potential energy surface
produces an expression much like Eq. 2.22. Here, instead of simulation time (i.e. N) in
the numerator and denominator, the rate constant depends on physical times (i.e. W).

k TST

1  2k T 
  B 
2  m 

0.5

1
b

1 / W

At TS

1 / W

2.31

TOTAL

where the numerator is the sum of 1/W in the box defining the transition state and the
denominator is the sum of 1/W over the entire simulation.
Specific forms of the modified potential energy surface depend on the physical
characteristics of the simulation and are different for single molecules versus layers, for
example. Each form will be discussed in detail in the appropriate section.
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2.8 Simulation Measures

A number of measures are monitored to ensure that the results obtained from
accelerated simulations are physically meaningful. These values are calculated for
conventional MD simulations where no desorption events occur. Then, they are
compared to accelerated simulations at corresponding temperatures and coverages to
ensure that the acceleration scheme is not unfairly biasing the simulation in any way.
This ensures that the molecular environment of the accelerated system is the same as that
for the unaccelerated system.

2.8.1 Energy Histogram

Energy histograms are created by sampling the potential energy of the total
system. In the case of the conventional MD simulations, each sampled energy is
weighted equally. Therefore, the probability that the energy of the system falls between
an energy E and an energy E + E is given by

P ( E  E ) 

N ( E  E )
N TOTAL E

2.32

where N(E+E) is the number of sampled steps that fall between E and E+E and
NTOTAL is the total number of sampled steps. In the current simulations, the widths of the
energy bins are constant across the entire energy range.
In the case of the accelerated simulation, each sampled energy is weighted
according to the amount of physical time that the system spends at that energy. Recall
from Section 2.7 that the physical time is related to the simulation time by the expression,
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t  t b expV 

b
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and that the weighting factor is defined as
 V ( R)  V * ( R) 

W ( R )  exp
k BT



2.34

The probability expression for simulations on the modified potential energy surface then
becomes
1

PE  E  

 W E  E 
1
E 
W

2.35

where W(E+E) are the weighting factors for the sampled steps that fall between E and
E+E and W are the weighting factors for all of the sampled steps.
The energy histograms for the unaccelerated and accelerated systems are plotted
on the same set of axes. Systems that exhibit proper acceleration will have energy
histograms that overlap, meaning that the same range of energies is being sampled in
both the accelerated and unaccelerated system.

2.8.2 Radial Distribution Function

The radial distribution function (RDF) is a measure of the ratio between the
average number of particles found in a spherical shell at a distance r with a thickness of
dr and the average number of particles found in the same spherical shell in an ideal gas
with the same density. In the case of the simulations performed here, the RDF is a twodimensional measure based on the center-of-mass of the alkane molecules. That is, the
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radial distribution is calculated based on only the x-y distance between the center-of-mass
of each alkane molecule and compared to a surface coverage based on an even
distribution of molecules on the surface. As with the energy histograms, the RDF values
must be weighted by the proper time factor, W, from Eq. 2.34 in the accelerated systems.
Unweighted RDF from conventional MD simulations are compared to weighted RDF
from the accelerated systems. In simulations where the structure of the layer is preserved
in the accelerated system, the peaks in the RDF of the accelerated system will correspond
in height and position to the peaks in the RDF of the conventional MD simulation.

2.8.3 Roll Angle Distribution

The roll angle is the angle that the plane of the long axis of the alkane molecule
makes with the plane of the graphite surface. In the lowest possible energy state, alkane
molecules lie with the backbones parallel to the graphite surface [15], a roll angle of 0 or
180 degrees. As the temperature is increased, molecules obtain the kinetic energy needed
to roll along their long axis. This increases the contact that a molecule has with
neighboring molecules and decreases the interaction it has with the surface. By looking
at the roll-angle distribution, one can examine the balance between intermolecular forces
and molecule-surface forces. Comparing this measure between a conventional MD
simulation and an accelerated simulation helps to ensure that this force balance is
preserved in spite of the acceleration.
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2.8.4 Molecular Conformations

Conformational changes within the alkane molecule can also be monitored. Each
alkane molecule contains N-3 carbon backbone torsion angles where N is the number of
carbon atoms in the alkane molecule. Since the alkane molecules are symmetric, torsion
angles the same distance from each end are also symmetric. Torsion angles are defined
to be in the gauche conformation if the angle value in the simulation is less than –/3 or
greater than /3. If any of the torsion angles are in the gauche conformation, the
molecule is considered to be in the gauche conformation. It is also possible to determine
which torsion angle is in the gauche conformation when a conformation change occurs.
These conformational changes will be discussed in detail as they pertain to the single
molecule simulations in 3.3.

Chapter 3
Single Molecule Simulations

Although single molecule simulations provide a simplistic approach to the
desorption problem, they still offer insight into the behavior of alkane molecules on a
graphite surface. In TPD experiments, it is often assumed that the desorption energy and
prefactor are independent of coverage. If this is truly the case, the zero-coverage (single
molecule limit) simulations performed in this chapter should explain the characteristics of
the experimental data. However, as simulations from Chapter 5 show, this is not the
case.
A single alkane molecule is placed on an infinite graphite surface and allowed to
desorb. The alkane molecules studied range from pentane (C5H12) to hexadecane
(C16H34). This allows examination of the effect of chain length on desorption energetics
at the zero-coverage limit.

3.1 Acceleration Method

Two different forms of the boost potential V (as defined in Eq. 2.23) are used in
the single molecule case. Each will be described in detail along with comparing the
relative merits of each.
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3.1.1 Temperature Acceleration

Escape from local minima on the potential energy surface is accomplished via
local thermal fluctuations. At experimentally relevant temperatures, these fluctuations
are too small to allow for escape on MD time scales. However, as the temperature is
increased, the fluctuations increase as well. At temperatures higher than those used in
desorption experiments, alkane desorption does occur on MD time scales. This idea is
the basis for the form of V. The simulation is run at a high temperature sT where
desorption occurs on MD time scales [7]. Then, the results are scaled back to an
experimentally relevant temperature, T. This is equivalent to running the simulation on a
modified potential energy surface that is the actual potential energy surface divided by
the temperature scaling factor s
V* 

V
s

3.1

where s is greater than one. Using Eq. 2.28, one can obtain an expression for the
weighting factor, W
 s  1  V ( R ) 
W ( R )  exp 


 s  k B T 

3.2

One advantage of using this formulation for the modified potential energy surface
is the increased efficiency in running accelerated simulations. The simulation can be run
at one higher temperature sT and scaled back to multiple lower temperatures to obtain a
full Arrhenius plot from one run.
The high temperature sT must be chosen carefully to preserve the relevant physics
of the system, while still allowing desorption to occur. If the chosen high temperature is
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too high, extreme acceleration results. The energies (and molecular configurations)
sampled by the accelerated simulation will be different than the energies sampled in the
conventional MD simulation. This extreme acceleration is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: Sample Energy Histogram – Proper and Extreme Acceleration
If the chosen high temperature is too low, no desorption events will occur on MD time
scales. Proper acceleration involves a temperature that is high enough for desorption to
occur, while ensuring that the lowest energy configurations characteristic of desorption at
the experimental temperature are still sampled. This balance is verified by examining
energy histograms that were collected as discussed in Section 2.8.1. One such histogram
for the desorption of pentane from the graphite surface is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Energy Histogram – Pentane, 165 K
As can be seen in the figure, the lowest energies (-45.0 kJ/mol) are sampled in
both the conventional MD simulations and the temperature-accelerated simulations. The
temperature-accelerated simulations also increase the energy range that is sampled to
include higher energy configurations corresponding to molecules desorbed from the
graphite surface. High temperature values for each molecule along with the
corresponding s values can be found in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: High Temperature Values for Temperature Acceleration
Number of Carbons
5
6
7
8
10
12
14
16

sT
500
600
650
700
800
1000
1100
1150

Low s
2.78
3.00
2.83
2.50
2.67
2.86
2.75
2.88

High s
3.85
4.00
3.61
3.50
3.64
4.00
3.67
3.83

Since the temperature acceleration method is highly efficient and allows for
multiple temperature points to be obtained from one simulation, a majority of the results
in this section were obtained from temperature accelerated simulations.

3.1.2 Compensating Potential

For comparison, we also used a compensating potential boost function, similar to
that used by Grimmelman et al. [1]. The compensating function serves to decrease the
interaction between the alkane molecule and graphite surface. The original form of the
weighting function resulting from this change is

U 
W ( R)  exp 1    s 
k BT 


where  is an empirical parameter between zero and one that controls the extent of
acceleration and Us is the molecule-surface potential energy function, as given by
Eq. 2.16.

3.3
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However, we found when only the molecule-surface interaction was decreased to
allow desorption on MD timescales, conformational changes within the molecule
occurred on the same time scale as desorption events. Thus, conformational changes
within the alkane molecules were not sampled properly on the modified potential energy
surface. To preserve the relative timescales of the two processes (desorption and
conformational changes), the torsion interactions were also decreased by a factor of
This results in a new weighting function that includes both the molecule-surface
interaction and the torsion interactions

U  U t 
W ( R )  exp 1    s

k BT 


3.4

where Ut is the torsional component of the potential energy given by Eq. 2.8. As with the
temperature acceleration, it is possible to create a case of extreme acceleration if the
value of  is too small. The value of  used in the compensating potential simulations
was 0.3.

3.1.3 Acceleration Method Comparison

In both cases, the simulations were run as follows. The alkane molecule was
placed near the preferred binding distance from the surface with random coordinates in
the plane of the surface. It was then rotated to a random angle in the plane of the surface.
The simulation was equilibrated for 5 picoseconds, and then the averages in Eq. 2.30
were accumulated. The velocity Verlet algorithm with RATTLE, as described in Section
2.3, was used to advance time in the simulation. Once the molecule desorbed completely,
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it was placed back on the surface at a different orientation and re-equilibrated. Rate
constants were calculated for eleven different experimentally relevant temperatures [5].
The results were plotted on an Arrhenius plot, assuming that the desorption can be
described by the form given by Eq. 1.1. The conformation of each molecule was
examined closely through multiple measures. The fraction of time that a molecule spent
in the trans conformation (no torsion angles in a gauche conformation, as defined in
Section 2.8.4) along with the fraction of time that each individual torsion angle spent in
the gauche conformation were monitored to correlate conformational changes within the
molecule to experimental quantities.
To compare the performance of the two different acceleration schemes, Arrhenius
plots for both temperature acceleration and compensating potential were calculated. As
can be seen in Figure 3-3, the rates at each temperature are within the error bars.
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Figure 3-3: Arrhenius Plots – Temperature Acceleration and Compensating Potential
Thus, for the single molecule case, the two methods are statistically equivalent.
Due to the increased efficiency of the temperature acceleration method as discussed
above, that is the method that was used for simulations producing the balance of the
results in this section. However, the compensating method became the basis for the
acceleration schemes in the fixed coverage case.

3.2 Arrhenius Plots – Variable Chain Length

Arrhenius plots were obtained for single alkane molecules ranging in length from
pentane (C5H12) to hexadecane (C16H34). As shown in Figure 3-4, they are linear in the
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temperature range studied, corresponding to an experimentally relevant temperature
range for desorption for each molecule.
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Figure 3-4: Arrhenius Plots – Variable Chain Length
Analysis of the Arrhenius plots was based on Eq. 1.1, and both desorption
energies (Ed) and prefactors () were obtained for each molecule. Results are
summarized in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Simulated Desorption Energies and Prefactors
Number of Carbon
Atoms
5
6
7
8
10
12
14
16

ED (kJ/mol)

Log10(/s-1)

49 ± 2
62 ± 2
73 ± 3
84 ± 2
108 ± 4
116 ± 4
142 ± 5
163.± 5

15.1 ± 0.7
16.1 ± 0.7
16.7 ± 0.7
17.1 ± 0.5
18.3 ± 0.8
17.7 ± 0.6
18.3 ± 0.7
19.0 ± 0.7

ED all-trans
(kJ/mol)
53.4
64.0
73.6
85.5
110.2
122.2
146.5
166.2

Also included in Table 3-2 are all-trans binding energies for each molecule.
These energies were obtained using the steepest descent method. The molecule was
placed in an all-trans conformation at a height above the surface greater than the
preferred binding distance. Then, the molecule was allowed to move at 0 K (due only to
the forces caused by the potential energy) until a local minimum was reached. Multiple
initial positions in the plane of the surface were attempted, and the lowest energy
configuration observed was defined as the all-trans binding energy. As can be seen in
Table 3-2, the all-trans binding energy is lower than the desorption energy of the
molecule, as calculated by TST. This can be explained by the multiple conformations
and configurations that the alkane molecule can take on the surface. Pentane, the shortest
molecule studied in this thesis, contains two equivalent carbon backbone torsion angles
that can be found in the trans or gauche conformation. As the length of the molecule
increases, the number of carbon backbone angles also increases, thereby increasing the
number of possible configurations. In addition to possible trans-gauche conformational
changes, there are also multiple local energy minimum configurations with the molecule
in the all-trans configuration. As can be seen in Figure 3-5, the lowest energy
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configuration of the pentane molecule has a carbon backbone that zig-zags across the
hexagons that define the basal plane surface.

Figure 3-5: Minimum Energy Configuration for Pentane (Hydrogen Atoms Omitted for
Clarity)
In Figure 3-6, the pentane molecule is still in the all-trans configuration. However, there
is some overlap with carbon atoms in the graphite surface. As would be expected, this
configuration has a higher energy than the configuration shown in Figure 3-5. It is,
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however, lower in energy than the configurations that contain one gauche backbone
angle.

Figure 3-6: Local Energy Minimum Configuration for Pentane (Hydrogen Atoms Omitted
for Clarity)
Another notable aspect of the all-trans binding configurations is the effect that
chain length has on the registry with the graphite surface. As mentioned above, there is a
difference in length between the carbon-carbon distance in the alkane backbone and the
carbon-carbon distance in the graphite hexagons. For short molecules such as pentane
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(shown in Figure 3-5), the molecule spans only a few graphite hexagons and can achieve
registry with the graphite surface. In contrast, long molecules such as hexadecane span
many more graphite hexagons. As more hexagons are spanned, the difference in carboncarbon distance between the alkane molecule and the graphite surface is accentuated.
Thus, as can be seen in Figure 3-7, even though the carbon atoms at the center of the
molecule are aligned with the graphite surface, the carbon atoms at the ends of the
molecule cannot achieve registry.
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Figure 3-7: Minimum Energy Configuration for Hexadecane (Hydrogen Atoms Omitted
for Clarity)
The desorption energies obtained from the Arrhenius plots are compared to
experimental desorption energies in Figure 3-8. Here, the desorption energies for the
short and mid-length alkanes compare favorably to experimental values from Tait et al.
[10] and Paserba and Gellman[5].
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Figure 3-8: Desorption Energy Comparison – Simulated and Experimental
The TST simulations tend to overestimate the desorption energy for the longer
alkane molecules (tetradecane and hexadecane). This difference may result from the
coverage difference between these single molecule simulations and the finite coverage
experiments. As was shown in the layer and TPD simulations, intermolecular
interactions are very important. These interactions were neglected in the single molecule
simulations. As the longer molecules are examined, there are more interaction sites
available, and the effect of neglecting them would be magnified.
As has been discussed in previous sections, there has been considerable
disagreement in the literature regarding values of the prefactor and its functionality with
alkane chain length. Figure 3-9 shows the values of the prefactor derived from the TST
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simulations compared to those from the experiments of Tait et al. [10] and Paserba and
Gellman [5].
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Figure 3-9: Prefactor Comparison – Simulated and Experimental
Prefactors from the simulations for octane and decane are in good agreement with those
from Tait et al. [10]. Other experimental prefactors (hexane, heptane, and dodecane) are
underestimated by the simulation results. However, the difference in the simulated
values and the experimental values is on the same order as the discrepancies between the
two sets of experimental values. Again, it is important to note that the simulation results
from this section are at the single molecule limit while the experimental results are at a
finite coverage. Since the prefactor is related to entropy change on desorption (described
in Section 3.3), the distinction in coverage differences can be of even more importance.
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We note that the prefactor increases with increasing chain length for chains up to decane.
Then, the prefactor levels off to a constant value of about 1018.3. We examine the role of
conformational changes in the desorption process to explain the functionality of prefactor
to chain length.

3.3 Role of Entropy in Prefactor

The prefactor in the Arrhenius expression for desorption is a measure of the
entropy change on desorption. Mathematically, this can be written as



k B T S / k B
e
h

3.5

where h is Planck’s constant and S is the difference between the entropy at the
transition state (free gas molecule) and the entropy of the molecule on the surface
(adsorbed molecule). The prefactor can also be expressed in terms of a ratio of partition
functions at the transition state and on the graphite surface
k BT Q 

h Q

3.6

where Q‡ is the partition function of the alkane molecule at the transition state and Q is
the partition state of the molecule on the graphite surface. Each partition function can be
written as the product of individual partition functions for various degrees of freedom in
the system
Q  qt q r q v qi q e

3.7
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where qt is the rigid-body translational partition function, qr is the rigid-body rotational
partition function, qv is the vibrational partition function, qi is the partition function for
internal rotations, and qe is the electronic partition function. Both at the transition state
and on the graphite surface, the electronic partition function is the same, so it can be
neglected in the prefactor analysis. Taking each of the rest of the components
individually, it is possible to estimate their contribution to both the transition state
partition function and the adsorbed molecule partition function.
At the transition state, one of the three rigid-body translational degrees of freedom
becomes the motion of the alkane molecule over the transition state [33]. The remaining
two rigid-body translational degrees of freedom are completely free. Alkane molecules
move without barrier across the graphite surface at desorption temperatures. As a result,
translational degrees of freedom in those directions are completely free. Translational
motion in the third direction (into the surface) is completely restricted.
There are three rigid-body rotations that an alkane molecule can undergo. It can
roll along its long axis (log-roll rotation), rotate in the plane of the surface (helicopter
rotation), or rotate perpendicular to the plane of the surface (cartwheel rotation). At the
transition state, all of these motions are completely free. However, they are affected in
different ways at the surface. The cartwheel rotation is almost completely restricted at
the surface due to the presence of the surface and the inability of the alkane molecule to
rotate through it. The log-roll rotation is fairly free at the surface. As will be shown in
Section 5.2 (variable coverage simulations), pentane molecules prefer to lie flat with the
carbon backbone parallel to the surface. However, the entire range of log-roll angles is
sampled with some probability (see Figure 5-3). The helicopter rotation is an
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intermediate rotation. The energy necessary to rotate the alkane molecule in the plane of
the surface will depend on the number of carbon atoms in the molecule and will increase
as the molecular length increases. As a result, the amount of entropy gained when the
molecule goes from a bound state on the surface to a free gas at the transition state will
also increase with increasing chain length. Tait et al. show that the increase in rigid-body
rotational entropy on desorption is sufficient to explain the increase of prefactor with
increasing chain length [9].
Internal vibrations in the alkane molecule such as bond vibrations and angle
bending vibrations will be approximately the same whether the molecule is in a bound
state on the surface or in a free gas state at the transition state. At the surface, it is
possible that some of the other degrees of freedom that are lost due to effects of the
surface, such as translation perpendicular to the plane of the surface and the cartwheel
rotation, can be treated as vibrations. Since the partition function for vibrations is orders
of magnitude less than the partition function for either rigid-body translation or rotation,
this increases the prefactor from the “typical” value given by Eq. 3.8.
k BT
h

3.8

The partition function for internal rotations also appears to have an effect on the
functionality of the prefactor with chain length. As was discussed above, in a rigid-rod
approximation for the alkane molecule [9], the increase in rotational entropy with
increasing chain length is sufficient to explain the increase in prefactor with increasing
chain length. However, alkane molecules have many internal degrees of freedom and can
not necessarily be treated as rigid rods. Figure 3-10 shows the fraction of time that a
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molecule spends in the all-trans configuration, where none of the carbon backbone
torsion angles are in the gauche conformation.
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Figure 3-10: Fraction Trans as a Function of Chain Length
These data points are taken at temperatures near the TPD peak temperature, a temperature
where the rate of desorption is very high. For the short alkane molecules (pentane,
hexane, and heptane), the desorption temperatures are fairly low. Almost all of the
molecules are in the all-trans configuration. These molecules can essentially be treated as
rigid rods, and the analysis in [9] applies. As the molecule gets longer and subsequently
the desorption temperature gets higher, more molecules are found with at least one
gauche defect. For molecules longer than decane, the majority of the molecules have at
least one gauche defect. As shown in Figure 3-11, these gauche defects are distributed
along the carbon backbone.
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Figure 3-11: Distribution of Gauche Defects – Variable Chain Length
As would be expected, the carbon backbone angle that is most probable to be found in the
gauche conformation is the one that involves the ends of the alkane molecule. However,
we note that in the case of hexadecane, even the central backbone angle has a higher
probability of being found in the gauche conformation than the end backbone angle of
decane. These molecules exhibit rapid trans-gauche conformational changes on the
surface, and the effect of qi can not be ignored. Returning to the entropy formulation of
the prefactor as given by Eq. 3.5, the longer chain molecules with their conformational
changes on the surface will have a higher entropy on the surface than would be expected
if the molecule was a rigid rod. This decreases the entropy difference from the rigid-rod
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value and thus decreases the prefactor from the rigid-rod value. This is shown
qualitatively in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: Schematic of the Effect of Chain Length on Entropy and Prefactor
Analysis of the partition function components and entropy definition of the
prefactor lead to the conclusion that there are two competing effects causing the
functionality of the prefactor with chain length: a chain length effect and a temperature
effect (higher temperatures cause more trans-gauche conformational changes). It is
beneficial in completing the analysis of the prefactor to separate these two effects.
Pentane, at temperatures near the peak desorption temperature of 164 K, is almost always
in the trans configuration. However, as is shown in Figure 3-13, as the temperature of the
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simulation is increased past the experimental temperature window, the fraction of pentane
molecules that are found in the trans conformation decreases.
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Figure 3-13: Fraction Trans for Pentane – Variable Temperature
At the highest temperatures, the fraction of pentane molecules in the trans conformation
is comparable to the fraction of decane molecules in the trans conformation at
experimentally relevant temperatures. Pentane molecules at the graphite surface at the
higher temperatures undergo trans-gauche conformational changes. As with the longer
molecules at the higher desorption temperatures, this causes the entropy at the surface to
be higher than the “expected” value for a rigid-rod. Again, the prefactor takes a lower
value than would be expected for a rigid rod. This can also be seen through analysis of
the TST rate constants of pentane in two different temperature ranges. The first
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temperature range, the experimentally relevant temperature range, is from 130 K to 180
K. Over this temperature range, the pentane molecule spends the majority of the time in
the all-trans configuration. The second temperature range is from 300 K to 400 K, which
is higher than the experimentally relevant range. In this temperature range, a significant
fraction of the pentane molecules have at least one carbon backbone angle in the gauche
conformation. The Arrhenius plots for these two temperatures ranges are shown in
Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-14: Arrhenius Plot for Pentane – Variable Temperature Range
Extracting the prefactors at these two sets of conditions using Eq. 1.1, we find that
the prefactor changes by three orders of magnitude. The prefactor in the experimentally
relevant temperature range is 1015.1 s-1, while the prefactor in the higher temperature
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range is 1012.0 s-1. This difference in prefactors can be attributed to the different
conformations that the pentane molecule can access in the two different temperature
ranges.

3.4 Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter represent a comprehensive study on the effect
of chain length on desorption at the single molecule (zero coverage) limit. Two different
acceleration methods (temperature acceleration and compensating potential) were used
and shown to be equivalent for the single molecule case. Due to increased efficiency, the
temperature acceleration method was used to study the desorption from the basal plane of
graphite of eight different molecules ranging from pentane to hexadecane. Through the
acceleration process, we were able to reach physical times of seconds and minutes.
These times are inaccessible to conventional MD simulations. Quantifiable measures
including desorption energy and prefactor compare favorably to experimental values.
The probative power of MD was exploited to examine the molecular state of the
desorbing molecules. Conformational changes within the carbon backbones of the
molecules were correlated to the functionality of the prefactor with chain length. It was
found that short alkane chains which desorb at low temperatures are found mostly in the
all-trans configuration. These molecules can be treated as rigid rods, and the prefactor
increases with increasing chain length. For longer molecules that desorb at higher
temperatures, trans-gauche conformational changes are activated on the surface. The
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molecule can no longer be treated as a rigid rod. The entropy of the molecule on the
surface is increased from the rigid-rod value, thus decreasing the prefactor from the rigidrod value. This causes a prefactor that levels off to a constant value at longer chain
lengths.

Chapter 4
Pentane Layer Characterization

In order to address some of the issues that were raised in Chapter 3, it is necessary
to extend simulations past the single molecule limit to a finite coverage. The work
presented in this chapter verifies that the simulated pentane layer exhibits characteristics
of an experimental pentane layer and that the results of the accelerated simulations will
be physically relevant. Conventional MD simulations were run on a pentane monolayer
at various temperatures below experimentally relevant desorption temperatures. The
simulations were initialized based on the low-temperature structure as described in [15].
The structure of the monolayer was monitored to observe the onset of melting in the
pentane layer. These measures were then compared to the experimental melting
temperature range of 99 to 105 K [34].

4.1 Order Parameter

There are four different kinds of order inherent in a solid pentane monolayer
adsorbed on graphite: both translational and rotation order of a pentane molecule with
respect to other pentane molecules and both translational and rotational order of a
pentane molecule relative to the graphite substrate. When the monolayer melts
completely, all of this order will disappear. However, one hallmark of the onset of
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melting is the loss of rotational order with respect to the graphite surface. This can be
quantified through a set of order parameters defined as
OPn 

1
N

N

 cosn 
i 1

i

4.1

where N is the number of molecules in the system, n is related to the symmetry of the
solid phase, and i is the angle that the long axis of the molecule makes with the y-axis of
the graphite cell [19]. As the system loses rotational order with respect to the graphite
surface, the full range of angle values will be sampled and the order parameter
(regardless of the value of n) will go to zero. The order parameter is calculated for nvalues of two, four, six, and eight. At large values of n, the order parameter is sensitive
and exhibits larger fluctuations than at small values of n [19]. A graph of the order
parameter at twelve different temperatures is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Order Parameter for Pentane Monolayer
As the pentane monolayer begins to melt, values of the order parameters will
fluctuate depending on the instantaneous configuration of the system. For configurations
that are more liquid-like, the order parameters will be close to zero. If the configuration
is more solid-like, the order parameters will have an absolute value close to one. At the
melting temperature, both liquid-like and solid-like configurations will exist, increasing
the error bars on the order parameters.
As can be seen in Figure 4-1, the error bars increase in magnitude around 100 or
105 K, and the values for the order parameters start to trend toward a value of zero as
temperature increases. This corresponds to the melting temperature of a pentane
monolayer of 99 to 105 K [34]. When a temperature of 140 K is reached, all of the order
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parameters have leveled off near zero, corresponding to a fully melted monolayer. Since
the lowest desorption temperatures are above this temperature range, we can deduce that
desorption occurs from a liquid state.

4.2 Neutron Scattering

Another measure of the structure of the pentane layer is a neutron scattering
profile as a function of wavevector. Experimental data from Kruchten et al. [15] show
prominent peaks at q-values of approximately 0.7 and 1.4. These q-values correspond to
the rectangular unit cell postulated for low temperature pentane configurations.
Neutron scattering intensities can be simulated using a Debye scattering formula
[18]

I (q)   bi b j
i

j

sin qrij 
qrij

4.2

where I(q) is the neutron scattering intensity, bi and bj are the neutron scattering lengths
for atoms i and j (taken from [35]), q is the wavevector, and rij is the distance between
two atoms. The sums are evaluated over all interatomic distances, whether
intramolecular or intermolecular. The neutron scattering intensity plots shown in
Figure 4-2 were obtained by calculations made at the twelve temperatures from the order
parameter simulations.
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Figure 4-2: Neutron Scattering Intensity of Pentane on Graphite
At the low temperatures, a prominent peak is evident at q-values of approximately 0.7
and 1.4. These correspond to the molecular configuration proposed in [15]. As is
discussed in [18], the large values corresponding to small q-values are finite size effects.
However, their presence does not influence the position of other peaks.
Examining the neutron scattering intensity graphs more closely (Figure 4-3), it is
evident that the peak at a q-value of approximately 0.7 disappears as the temperature
increases.
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Figure 4-3: Neutron Scattering Intensity of Pentane on Graphite – Select Temperatures
This is another indication that some of the order in the system has disappeared at a
temperature of 105 K. Again, this corresponds to the onset of melting and is in line with
the experimental melting temperature [34].

4.3 Radial Distribution Function

The radial distribution function is a measure of the order of pentane molecules
relative to other pentane molecules. In this case, the radial distribution function is
calculated for the center-of-mass distance in the plane of the surface as described in
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Section 2.8.2. The radial distribution functions for the twelve selected temperatures are
shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Radial Distribution Function of Pentane on Graphite
Examining the radial distribution function more closely (Figure 4-5), we see that
the order of pentane molecules relative to each other is retained at higher temperatures
than the order relative to the graphite surface.
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Figure 4-5: Radial Distribution Function of Pentane on Graphite – Select Temperatures
At 110 K, peaks corresponding to close-range order have almost completely
disappeared while those at long-range are still present. When the temperature is
increased to 125 K, most of the long-range order peaks have also disappeared, indicating
a loss of order of pentane molecules relative to each other.

4.4 Conclusions

Simulations to characterize the pentane layer have been run using conventional
MD. Various quantities such as order parameters, neutron scattering intensities, and
radial distribution functions are used to probe the onset of loss of order in the pentane
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monolayer. Order parameter simulations show the onset of loss of rotational order of the
pentane molecules relative to the graphite surface at a temperature around 100 to 105 K.
Neutron scattering intensity simulations show a loss of the peak at a q-value of
approximately 0.7 at a temperature of 105 K. Radial distribution function simulations
characterize the loss of translational order of pentane molecules relative to each other.
Short-range order is lost around the experimental melting temperature of 105 K.
However, long-range order persists to higher temperatures. In all cases, order was lost at
temperatures well below the peak desorption temperature of 164 K, showing that the
desorption of pentane from the basal plane of graphite occurs from a liquid state.

Chapter 5
Variable Coverage Simulations

Although single molecule simulations can provide insight to the desorption
process, experiments involve finite coverages of molecules. Experimental analyses often
assume that the results obtained are coverage independent. However, if intermolecular
interactions are significant, this will not be the case. Thus, it is necessary to examine the
effect of intermolecular interactions on desorption energy and prefactor to validate this
assumption. In this chapter, we present accelerated MD simulations that examine the role
of coverage and desorption environment on desorption rate.

5.1 Acceleration Method

The acceleration of the desorption process is based on the bond-boost method of
Miron and Fichthorn [4]. The bond-boost creates a modified potential energy surface
based on an empirical form for V and a physical description of the transition state. The
generic form of V is
V 

A max  N
Vi

N
i 1

5.1

where A(max) is an empirical envelope function that forces the boost potential to zero at
the transition state, N is the number of alkane molecules in the simulation, and Vi is a
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boost potential added to each individual alkane molecule. The simple picture of the
desorption process leads to a very intuitive description of the transition state. As in the
single molecule simulations, the transition state is defined when one molecule has
reached a height above the graphite surface where the interaction between the molecule
and the surface is negligible.
The boost potential applied to each molecule Vi is chosen to facilitate the
desorption process. One can imagine increasing the rate of desorption in a simple
manner by decreasing the molecule-surface interaction by filling in that potential with a
compensating potential. This leads to Vi of the form

Vi  Vs ,i

5.2

where Vs,i is the molecule-surface interaction for molecule i and  is an empirical
parameter between 0 and 1 that controls the extent of acceleration. However, as with the
single molecule compensating potential acceleration scheme, the modified moleculesurface potential energy becomes comparable in magnitude to other interactions in the
system. In this case, the modified molecule-surface interaction became the same order of
magnitude as the intermolecular interactions. This caused non-physical effects in the
simulation, such as the formation of three-dimensional islands. To solve the problem, a
second term was added to Vi to decrease the intermolecular interactions. Therefore, the
new Vi took the form

Vi   1Vs ,i   2Vint,i

5.3
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where 1 and 2 are separate parameters to control the extent of boost in the moleculesurface interactions and intermolecular interactions respectively and Vint,i is the
intermolecular interaction for molecule i.
The envelope function, A(max), serves two distinct functions that help improve
the efficiency of the bond-boost method. It is defined as

A( max )  1   max
 q

2


 ;  max  q


5.4

where q is an empirical threshold that determines when in the simulation the boost is
applied and max is a measure of how far the system is from an equilibrium configuration.
Mathematically,  is defined as



z com,i  z eq
z eq

5.5

where zcom,i is the distance of the center-of-mass from the surface, perpendicular to the
surface, of molecule i, and zeq is the preferred binding distance of the alkane molecule
from the surface. Physically, this means that  is a measure of how far a molecule is from
desorbing. max is the value of  that is a maximum, corresponding to the molecule that is
closest to desorbing. The threshold, q, is normalized by the preferred binding distance
and chosen below the transition state height. Since the value of A is zero if q is greater
than max, the form of A ensures that the boost potential V will be zero at the desorption
transition state.
The second function of A is to funnel the boost into the molecule that is closest to
desorbing. This can be seen by examining the forces that are exerted on each of the
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molecules on the modified potential energy surface. The force on each atom is
determined by the derivative of the potential energy, taken on the modified potential
energy surface. This can be written mathematically as
Fi  

V *
V V


ri
ri
ri

5.6

The force can be broken down as a force derived from the actual potential energy surface
and an additional term derived from the boost potential. With a boost potential of the
form in Eq. 5.1, this second force term can be written as


V
A   N
 A  1  N

  Vi  
  Vi
ri
N ri  i 1
 ri  N  i 1

5.7

All of the molecules will experience the extra force provided by the first term in Eq. 5.7.
However, A depends only on the position of the molecule that is closest to desorbing.
So, its derivative with respect to atoms will be non-zero if and only if the atoms are in the
molecule that is closest to desorbing. This second term provides an extra force acting
only on the molecule that is closest to desorbing, thus funneling extra boost into that
molecule. Values for zeq, q, 1 and 2 can be found in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: Parameter Values for Layer Acceleration
Parameter

Value

zeq

3.444 Å

Q

2.57

1

0.1

2

0.35
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5.2 Method Validation

As with the single molecule simulations, it is vital to preserve the relevant physics
of the system on the modified potential energy surface. The same range of energies must
be sampled in both a conventional MD simulation and an accelerated simulation of the
same conditions. However, in the case of layer simulations, simply sampling the same
range of total energy is insufficient to ensure that the configuration of the system is
preserved by the acceleration. The energy must be correctly partitioned between the
three major types of energy: intramolecular, intermolecular, and molecule-surface. The
histograms for each type of energy are collected as described in Section 2.8.1. Figure 5-1
shows a sample set of energy histograms. These histograms overlap almost exactly,
showing that the modified potential energy surface preserves the equilibrium energy
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distributions that occur on the actual potential energy surface.
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Figure 5-1: Energy Histograms for Pentane Desorbing from the Basal Plane of Graphite:
From Left to Right: Molecule-Surface Energy for Monolayer Coverage at 160 K,
Intermolecular Energy for 0.5 Monolayer Coverage at 160 K
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One reason for using the bond-boost method instead of the highly efficient
temperature acceleration method is to preserve the structure inherent in the layer on the
modified potential energy surface. The layer structure is characterized by the radial
distribution function of the center-of-mass of the alkane molecules as described in
Section 2.8.2. A characteristic radial distribution function is shown in Figure 5-2. It is
evident that the structure of the layer in the conventional MD simulation is the same as
the structure of the layer in the accelerated simulation. The peaks are at the same
distance values, indicating that the structure has the same length scale in both the
conventional MD and the accelerated system. Furthermore, the peaks have the same
relative magnitude between the conventional MD and the accelerated system.
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Figure 5-2: Radial Distribution Function of Pentane on Graphite – 0.75 Monolayer, 170 K
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Another measure for comparing the accelerated system to the conventional MD
system is the roll angle. As discussed in Section 2.8.3, this is the angle between the plane
of the alkane molecule and the plane of the graphite surface. An angle of 0 or 180
degrees corresponds to a molecule lying flat with the backbone parallel to the surface.
An angle of 90 degrees corresponds to a molecule tipped up with the backbone
perpendicular to the surface. As the molecule tips up in the layer simulation, the
molecule-surface interaction decreases while the intermolecular interaction increases.
So, the roll angle reflects the balance between these two interactions. If the acceleration
scheme does not preserve this balance, it would be reflected in differences in the roll
angle between the conventional MD simulation and the accelerated simulation. A
characteristic roll angle distribution is shown in Figure 5-3. The most probable
configuration for the molecule is lying flat with the backbone parallel to the surface. A
small bump in the probability occurs when the molecule is tipped perpendicular to the
surface, although this probability is over an order of magnitude less than the probability
for a flat molecule. This bump in probability is also seen in simulations of hexane on
graphite [18].
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Figure 5-3: Roll Angle Distribution for Pentane on the Basal Plane of Graphite –
Monolayer Coverage at 170 K

5.3 Arrhenius Plots

The desorption of pentane molecules from layers of fixed coverage is assumed to
follow the form of Eq. 1.1. The layer is initialized based on the unit cell for pentane on
graphite as described by Kruchten et al. [15]. It is equilibrated for 200 picoseconds at the
temperature of interest on the actual potential energy surface. The desorption simulation
is run on the modified potential energy surface, and averages are accumulated according
to Eq. 2.29. Once the molecule has passed through the desorption transition state, the
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simulation ends. Rates are collected for five different temperatures ranging from 160 K
to 180 K with an interval of 5 K. Coverages include a full monolayer (ML), as defined
by the number of pentane molecules for the number of graphite unit cells as described in
[15], along with 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 ML. Arrhenius plots are shown in Figure 5-4 for all
coverages and temperatures. Analyses of the Arrhenius plots are based on Eq. 1.1. A
summary of the desorption energy and prefactor for each coverage is shown in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: Desorption Parameters – Variable Coverage Simulations
Coverage

Desorption Energy (kJ/mol)

Log10() (1/s)

0.25 ML

47 ± 3

15 ± 1

0.50 ML

55 ± 4

17 ± 1

0.75 ML

59 ± 4

18 ± 1

1.0 ML

66 ± 5

22 ± 1

The most surprising result derived from these simulations is the fact that the
desorption rate from a monolayer is higher than the desorption rate from the
submonolayer coverages. The desorption rate decreases from the monolayer to 0.5 ML
coverage. Then, the rate increases again for 0.25 ML coverage. There are two major
components that contribute to the magnitude of the rate, as can be seen by examining
Eq. 1.1: the prefactor () and the desorption energy (ED). A high rate can be the
consequence of either a low desorption energy or a high prefactor. As can be seen in
Table 5-2, both the prefactor and the desorption energy increase with increasing
coverage. In the case of 0.25 ML, the desorption energy is lower than the other
coverages. A snapshot of the molecular configuration at 0.25 ML (Figure 5-5) shows that
the molecules have many fewer neighbors than at higher coverages.
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Figure 5-5: Molecular Configuration of Pentane on the Basal Plane of Graphite at 0.25
ML and 165 K
The attractive intermolecular forces are lessened, and the desorption energy is
decreased. At the other extreme, molecules in the monolayer have many neighbors and
large attractive intermolecular interactions. This results in greater desorption energies
than at the lower coverages. However, since there are fewer ways to place a full
monolayer on the graphite surface, the monolayer (shown in Figure 5-6) is more ordered
when compared to the lower coverages.
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Figure 5-6: Molecular Configuration of Pentane on the Basal Plane of Graphite at
Monolayer and 165 K
From Section 3.3, the prefactor is related to the change in entropy upon
desorption according to Eq. 3.5. With many neighbors, molecules on the surface are
restricted, and the entropy on the surface is higher than the entropy at lower coverages.
This increases the entropy difference between the molecule on the surface and the
molecule at the transition state compared to the entropy difference for a molecule at a
lower coverage. The increased entropy difference is reflected in a larger prefactor, which
leads to a high rate. So, the high rate associated with the monolayer coverage is a result
of entropic forces. An entropic repulsion forces molecules out of the monolayer at a rate
that is higher than would be expected by energetics alone. This balance between energy
and entropy causes the rate to go through a minimum at intermediate coverages between
a full monolayer and zero coverage. At low coverages, the rate is dominated by low
desorption energies. At high coverages, the rate is dominated by the large prefactor that
results from large changes in entropy upon desorption.
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5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

We examined the desorption of pentane from the basal plane of graphite at a
variety of coverages and temperatures. Accelerated MD is used to extend the timescale
of the simulation to experimentally relevant times at experimentally relevant
temperatures. The accelerated MD method is based on the bond-boost method of Miron
and Fichthorn [4] and accelerates the simulation by decreasing the molecule-surface and
intermolecular interactions. Physical quantities in the simulation such as various forms
of energy, radial distribution functions and pentane roll angle are compared to those
obtained from conventional MD to ensure that the physics of the system are preserved.
The results show that the desorption rate decreases from a monolayer coverage
simulation to intermediate coverage simulations and then increases again at low
coverages. This is attributed to a balance between energy and entropy in the system. At
low coverages, low desorption energies lead to high rates. As the coverage increases,
molecules experience more attractive intermolecular forces and the desorption energy
increases, whereby the rate is decreased. At monolayer coverages, entropy differences
between a molecule on the surface and a molecule at the transition state as reflected in the
prefactor dominate the rate expression and cause it to increase again.
The question of the balance between energy and entropy warrants further study.
By simulating more submonolayer coverages, the transition between entropy-dominated
and energy-dominated regimes of desorption rate can be determined. If enough
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submonolayer coverages were simulated, it would be possible to create an accurate
function that relates desorption rate to both coverage and temperature. This function
could then be used to simulate TPD based on previously defined analyses.
In addition, it is clear that the desorption environment affects the desorption
energetics. More measures of the configurations of individual molecules and the layer as
a whole would shed light on the dominant desorption environments and the effect of
alternate environments on desorption energy and prefactor.

Chapter 6
Temperature Programmed Desorption Simulations

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is an experimental technique
commonly used to study the kinetics of surface processes. A solid surface is prepared by
heating it to remove any contaminants that may be adsorbed. It is then placed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber. A known amount of vapor is introduced to the chamber and
adsorbs to the solid surface. After adsorption is complete, the temperature of the surface
is ramped linearly with time according to the equation
T  To  t

6.1

where To is the temperature at the beginning of the experiment, is the heating rate
(usually in K/s), and t is the time elapsed during the experiment. The intensity of
molecules desorbing from the solid surface is monitored using a mass spectrometer. The
plot of this intensity versus the time elapsed (or equivalently the temperature of the
surface) is referred to as a TPD profile. A sample TPD profile is shown in Figure 6-1.
The temperature corresponding to a local maximum in the TPD profile is referred to as
the peak desorption temperature, Tp.
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Figure 6-1: Sample TPD profile from [5]
In general, analysis of a TPD profile is based on ideas put forth by Redhead [20].
It assumes a simple power law expression for the desorption rate
rd  


  n exp E D / k B T 
t

6.2

where rd is the rate of desorption,  is the fractional coverage of the desorbing species,
is the prefactor, n is the order of the desorption process, and ED is the desorption
energy. Combining this expression for the rate with the temperature-ramping expression
from Eq. 6.1 yields an expression for the rate in terms of the temperature
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rd





  n
  exp E D / k B T 
T 

6.3

6.1 TPD Simulation Set-Up

Eq. 6.3 is the basis for our accelerated MD simulations of TPD. The graphite
surface is filled with pentane molecules and equilibrated with a conventional MD
simulation to 140 K, a temperature below the onset of desorption in experiments. At this
point in the simulation, the acceleration is activated. Molecules are allowed to move on
the modified potential energy surface as defined in Section 5.1. The physical time is
advanced according to Eq. 2.26, and the temperature is changed continuously based on
the input heating rate. As each molecule desorbs, the time to desorption is recorded, and
the molecule is removed from the system. An equilibration period of 50 picoseconds
using conventional MD is added after each desorption to ensure that the assumptions
inherent in TST as discussed in Section 2.6 (specifically that the reactant state is in
equilibrium) are fulfilled. Once all of the molecules in the simulation have desorbed, a
plot of coverage (or number of molecules) versus time (or temperature) can be created. A
sample plot is shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Characteristic Plot of Fractional Coverage versus Time – Monolayer
Coverage,  = 0.6 K/s, Single Simulation
The TPD simulation is run for multiple starting configurations, and the results of
desorption time are combined to create a single plot of number of molecules versus time,
shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3: Fractional Coverage versus Time – Monolayer Coverage,  = 0.6 K/s,
Multiple Simulations
The time resolution in a TPD experiment is governed by the heating rate. For fast
experimental heating rates (2 K/s or 5 K/s), time resolution of the mass spectrometer can
be on the order of milliseconds. For slower heating rates (less than 1 K/s), the time
resolution of the mass spectrometer is on the order of seconds. Since the simulations can
provide time resolution on the order of femtoseconds, it is important to analyze the
simulation results with the experimental resolutions in mind. Simulation results are
grouped in “blocks” corresponding to the experimental resolution timescales. These
blocks are then averaged to produce a plot of average number of molecules versus time
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that reflects experimental resolution limitations. A sample average plot is shown in
Figure 6-4, superimposed on the full plot that produced the averages.
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Figure 6-4: Fractional Coverage versus Time – Monolayer Coverage,  = 0.6 K/s,
Multiple Simulations and Block Averages
From these averages, the derivative in Eq. 6.2 can be evaluated. This derivative
plotted against the temperature gives a TPD profile. The peak temperature of each
profile can be extracted along with the desorption energy and prefactor for the desorption
of pentane from graphite. A sample TPD profile is shown in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5: TPD Profile – Monolayer Coverage,  = 0.6 K/s
Extracting the desorption energy and prefactor from a TPD profile is also based
on Redhead analysis [20]. Many of the experimental results assume that the desorption
of alkanes is a first-order process [5, 8-10]. We use this same assumption in analyzing
the TPD profiles from the accelerated MD simulations. For first order desorption, Eq. 6.3
simplifies to
rd





 
  exp E D / k B T 
T 

At the peak temperature, the desorption rate is at a maximum. Thus,
differentiating Eq. 6.4 while assuming that the desorption energy and prefactor are

6.4
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independent of temperature yields an equation that relates the prefactor, desorption
energy, peak temperature, and heating rate
 
ln
 ED

 
 ED
 
 ln
k T2
 k BT p
 B p






6.5

where Tp is the peak temperature. Simulations are run at various values of , and the
values for Tp for each  are recorded. From Eq. 6.5, a plot of 1/Tp versus ln(/Tp2) is a
straight line with a slope of –ED/kB. From the calculated value of ED, the value of  can
be calculated using an average of values from Eq. 6.5.

6.2 TPD with Variable Initial Coverage

The first set of TPD results are at a fixed heating rate while varying the initial
coverage. Results at a heating rate of 0.6 K/s provides a comparison with experimental
TPD results. Tait et al. examined the desorption of butane and hexane on the basal plane
of graphite at initial coverages of both a full monolayer and submonolayers [10]. The
simulation results for pentane, shown in Figure 6-6, have many of the same features.
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Figure 6-6: TPD Profiles – Variable Initial Coverage,  = 0.6
Simulations were run for initial coverages of 0.5, 0.75, and a full monolayer. At
this heating rate, the blocks chosen for the block averages ranged from 10 seconds at the
beginning of the simulation to 2 seconds around the peak temperature, corresponding to
the limitations of the mass spectrometer at this low heating rate. All coverages show a
leading tail at the lowest temperatures and ranging almost 15 K before the steep initial
rise of the TPD profile. The steep initial rise of all profiles overlap here, as they do in the
butane and hexane results of Tait et al. [10] (shown in Figure 6-7). Experimental TPD
profiles of other alkanes on graphite also exhibit leading tails [8-10].
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Figure 6-7: TPD Profile for Butane and Hexane Desorbing from the Basal Plane of
Graphite [10]
In their analysis of TPD profiles, Tait et al. assume that desorption is a first-order
process [10]. In a strictly mathematically first-order process, this means that the peak
temperature is independent of initial coverage [33]. However, in both the experimental
results [10] and the simulation results, the peak temperature decreases slightly with
decreasing initial coverage. The peak temperatures for each coverage are reported in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Peak Desorption Temperature for Pentane Desorbing from the Basal Plane of
Graphite – Variable Coverage,  = 0.6 K/s
Coverage (ML)

Peak Temperature (K)

0.50

158.6

0.75

160.3

1.0

161.0
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Simulations were also run at a heating rate of 0.5 K/s. The TPD profiles are
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Figure 6-8: TPD Profiles – Variable Initial Coverage,  = 0.5
This heating rate necessitates use of the same block averages as were used for a
heating rate of 0.6 K/s. Again, these TPD profiles exhibit a leading tail at the lowest
temperatures preceding the sharp initial rise. One prominent feature in this set of results
is the shoulder on the monolayer peak. This shoulder does not appear to be an artifact of
the simulation method since it is also observed in experimental TPD profiles of linear
alkanes desorbing from metal surfaces [8]. Since both systems are dominated by van der
Waals forces, there is no physical reason for these systems to have differently shaped
TPD profiles. The shoulder appears at a coverage of around 0.57.
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Study of the snapshots of the molecular orientation at this coverage offers a
possible explanation for the shoulder. Figure 6-9 shows the structure of the pentane layer
at the shoulder during the TPD simulation.

Figure 6-9: Molecular Orientation –  = 0.57 ML,  = 0.5 K/s
The molecule that is desorbing has been circled. As can be seen in Figure 6-9, this
molecule has many neighbors and thus large intermolecular interactions. It is also rolled
so that the plane of the long axis of the molecule is perpendicular to the graphite surface.
This decreases the molecule-surface interactions that act on the desorbing molecule.
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Molecules crowd and order around the molecule. Due to this alignment, the entropy
difference between the molecule adsorbed on the surface and the molecule in the gas
phase following desorption is greater than would be expected when compared to
molecules oriented randomly on the surface.
As in the case of =0.6, the peak temperature decreases slightly with decreasing
initial coverage. These temperatures are summarized in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2: Peak Desorption Temperature for Pentane Desorbing from the Basal Plane of
Graphite – Variable Coverage,  = 0.5 K/s
Coverage (ML)

Peak Temperature (K)

0.50

158.4

0.75

159.5

1.0

160.5

6.3 TPD with Variable Heating Rate

Additional TPD simulations were also run with an initial coverage of one
monolayer and heating rates of 0.5, 0.6, 2.0, and 5.0 K/s. The profiles for the simulations
are found in Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-10: TPD Profiles – Variable Heating Rate, Monolayer Initial Coverage
The features for the higher heating rate TPD profiles are much the same as the
lower heating rate profiles for the monolayer discussed in Section 6.2. The long leading
tail persists, even at the high heating rates.
The blocks for block averages are smaller at the higher heating rates, because of
the faster time resolution at those heating rates. For a heating rate of 2.0 K/s, the blocks
ranged in size from 5 seconds at the beginning of the simulation to 0.5 seconds near the
peak temperature. A heating rate of 5.0 K/s required even smaller blocks, ranging from 1
second at the beginning of the simulation to 0.25 seconds near the peak temperature.
The peak temperatures for the variable heating rate simulations are given in
Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3: Peak Desorption Temperature for Pentane Desorbing from the Basal Plane of
Graphite – Variable Heating Rate, Monolayer Initial Coverage
Heating Rate (K/s)

Peak Temperature (K)

0.5

160.5

0.6

161.0

2.0

165.5

5.0

169.4

These results allow for a direct comparison to experimental data. In their work on
the desorption of varying length alkane chains, Paserba and Gellman report a peak
temperature of 164 K for the desorption of pentane from graphite at a heating rate of 2.0
K/s [5]. We report a peak temperature of 165.5 K for the same system and heating rate.
The variable heating rate results also shed light on the origin of the shoulder at
low heating rates. As is shown in Figure 6-11, the TPD profile where =0.5 contains a
prominent shoulder, while the TPD profile where =5.0 does not.
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Figure 6-11: TPD Profiles –  = 0.5 K/s and  = 5.0 K/s, Monolayer Initial Coverage
As discussed in Section 6.2, the shoulder at =0.5 occurs when the coverage is
around 0.57. At that heating rate, the temperature corresponding to that coverage is
around 158 K. At a heating rate of =5.0, a coverage of 0.57 occurs at a temperature
around 167 K. A snapshot of the layer during the TPD simulation at this coverage and
temperature (Figure 6-12) shows a layer with far less order.
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Figure 6-12: Molecular Orientation –  = 0.57,  = 5.0 K/s
The molecule that is circled is again the one that is in the process of desorbing.
This molecule is lying flat with the plane of the backbone parallel to the graphite surface.
It has fewer neighbors and thus lower intermolecular interactions. The entropy gained
upon desorption is less than the entropy gained by the molecule desorbing at the lower
heating rate from a different desorption environment (Figure 6-9). Thus, it is the
desorption environment and the entropy changes associated with it that cause the
presence of the shoulder at low heating rates.
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Using variable heating data from the simulations, simulated TPD profiles are
analyzed in the same manner as experimental TPD profiles. Desorption energy and
prefactors obtained from the analyses can therefore be compared. This analysis is based
on Eq. 6.5 and discussed extensively in Section 6.1. It assumes that the desorption
process is first-order. Figure 6-13 shows the plot used to determine desorption energy.
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Figure 6-13: Variable Heating Rate Plot of ln(/Tp2) versus 1/Tp
The slope of the line yields a desorption energy of 55.7 kJ/mol with a standard
deviation of 5.0 kJ/mol. This value for the desorption energy is then used in Eq. 6.5
along with the peak temperatures and corresponding heating rates. Prefactors from this
analysis are given in Table 6-4. The average value of the prefactor from this analyis is
1017.2. This is in line with the values of the prefactor reported in [10].
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Table 6-4: Prefactors Calculated from Variable Heating Rate Data
Heating Rate (K/s)

Log10()

0.5

17.2299

0.6

17.2501

2.0

17.258

5.0

17.2339

6.4 Role of Defects

Variable coverage simulations were also run at an initial coverage of 0.25 ML at
=0.6. These simulations are not consistent with the variable coverage simulations at
higher initial coverages or experimental data. As can be seen in Figure 6-14, the profile
for an initial coverage of 0.25 ML is at much lower temperatures than is found in
experiment. The peak also exhibits a much narrower profile than would be expected.
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Figure 6-14: TPD Profiles – Variable Coverage (Including 0.25 ML),  = 0.6 K/s
We hypothesize that these differences are caused by defects in the graphite
surface in the experiments. Tait et al. [10] show that the desorption energy of butane
desorbing from the basal plane increases rapidly as the coverage decreases below 0.2 ML
(Figure 6-15).
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Figure 6-15: Desorption Energy as a Function of Coverage [10]
Alkane molecules will adsorb more strongly to defects in the graphite surface and
thus require higher energies for desorption. As a result, these molecules are the last ones
to desorb from the surface. In the TPD simulations, the graphite surface is modeled as a
perfect crystal with no defects. Since the last alkane molecules that desorb from the
simulation are going to have fewer neighbors (and lower intermolecular interactions) they
will desorb at lower energies than molecules at higher coverages. Defects in the graphite
surface would create many more desorption environments at higher energies. This would
shift the TPD profile for 0.25 ML to higher temperatures due to the higher desorption
energies, and broaden it due to multiple desorption environments at these higher
energies.
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6.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

We have successfully simulated TPD with an accelerated MD scheme. This is, to
our best knowledge, the first time that TPD has been successfully simulated on a
molecular level. The simulations are consistent with previously published experimental
data. We put forth an explanation for the shoulder on the TPD profile that is seen in both
our simulations and experimentally at low heating rates. Entropic forces appear to be the
driving force for desorption in certain regions of the TPD profile, including the long
leading tail and the shoulder seen at low heating rates. At low coverages, the role of
defects is a major one which affects both the position of the TPD peak and its shape. The
simulated TPD profiles are interpreted in the same manner as experimental profiles. This
produces a desorption energy and prefactor that are consistent with experimental results.
However, the insight provided by the simulations shows that the traditional Redhead
analysis appears to be insufficient. While the peaks may look first-order, they are only
quasi-first-order. The assumption that the prefactor is coverage independent is a faulty
one. Redhead analysis also fails to predict the decrease in rate with coverage due to
entropic forces.
The following suggestions for simulations will address some of these open issues.
A model for the graphite surface that does not assume a perfect crystal would help to
examine the role of defects in the desorption process. Alternately, a potential could be
added to the current model of the graphite surface to create defects in the perfect crystal
potential. A study examining the role of chain length in addition to coverage would
provide interesting insights into the role of entropy in the desorption process. As has
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been shown at the single molecule limit, entropy plays an important role. Entropy
differences in a layer of longer chain molecules with increased internal entropy would be
even more pronounced.
In addition, there are other methods that can be used to extract desorption energies
and prefactors from a TPD spectrum [36], including coverage-dependent values.
Applying these methods to current data and data at a larger range of heating rates would
provide a comparison to the coverage-dependent values determined in the fixed-coverage
simulations presented in Chapter 5.
A complete theoretical study would be necessary to improve the analysis of TPD
profiles. It is clear from the results in this thesis that the prefactor and desorption energy
are coverage dependent. To include this effect, it would be necessary to quantatively
relate desorption energy and prefactor to coverage. Also, the desorption process is not
first-order as is assumed in most of the analyses. Instead, it appears that the desorption
order changes depending on the desorption environment. Various mathematical forms
for the kinetics of the desorption process, other than a simple power law, can be studied
and fit to experimental or simulated data. Important features that are ignored in the firstorder desorption analysis, such as the shoulder at low heating rates, should be included in
the new form for the kinetics.
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